Abstract Sum of ranking differences (SRD) was applied for comparing multianalyte results obtained by several analytical methods used in one or in different laboratories, i.e., for ranking the overall performances of the methods (or laboratories) in simultaneous determination of the same set of analytes. The data sets for testing of the SRD applicability contained the results reported during one of the proficiency tests (PTs) organized by EU Reference Laboratory for Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (EU-RL-PAH). In this way, the SRD was also tested as a discriminant method alternative to existing average performance scores used to compare mutlianalyte PT results. SRD should be used along with the z scores-the most commonly used PT performance statistics. SRD was further developed to handle the same rankings (ties) among laboratories. Two benchmark concentration series were selected as reference: (a) the assigned PAH concentrations (determined precisely beforehand by the EU-RL-PAH) and (b) the averages of all individual PAH concentrations determined by each laboratory. Ranking relative to the assigned values and also to the average (or median) values pointed to the laboratories with the most extreme results, as well as revealed groups of laboratories with similar overall performances. SRD reveals differences between methods or laboratories even if classical test(s) cannot. The ranking was validated using comparison of ranks by random numbers (a randomization test) and using seven folds cross-validation, which highlighted the similarities among the (methods used in) laboratories. Principal component analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis justified the findings based on SRD ranking/ grouping. If the PAH-concentrations are row-scaled, (i.e., z scores are analyzed as input for ranking) SRD can still be used for checking the normality of errors. Moreover, crossvalidation of SRD on z scores groups the laboratories similarly. The SRD technique is general in nature, i.e., it can be applied to any experimental problem in which multianalyte results obtained either by several analytical procedures, analysts, instruments, or laboratories need to be compared.
Introduction
Due to public health concerns there has been a need in different domains (e.g., food safety, environmental protection) for development of analysis that can identify and measure numerous contaminants belonging to the same or similar chemical groups in order to get as many as possible data in one analytical run for the risk assessment. For instance, there are several lists of contaminants belonging to different chemical classes (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), organochlorine pesticides, etc.) required or advised to be monitored in food and/or environmental samples. In response to this, a number of methods have been developed and applied routinely for the control of contaminants levels. Those methods that can identify and measure a number of analytes concurrently are called "multianalyte (i.e., multiresidue) methods" [1] . Although these methods are in routine use, they are often quite complex and differ among themselves in terms of the sample preparation step, instrumental techniques available, applied working parameters, etc. Multianalyte methods require not only careful performance but also continuous monitoring to check the reliability of the measurements [1] .
In order to verify the confidence in measurement results (or the competence of the laboratory either accredited or nonaccredited), including such multianalyte results, there is a request for the laboratories to have quality control procedures for monitoring the performances of the analysis undertaken (ISO/IEC 17025). One of the means to monitor the laboratory performance is its participation in interlaboratory comparison programs. In an interlaboratory comparison, different laboratories determine some characteristic, e.g., concentration of the same analyte(-s) in one or various homogenous samples under documented conditions, assuming that the systematic errors of methods in different laboratories follow normal distribution [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . For simplicity, we use the term interlaboratory comparison further on knowing that it is essentially analytical methods comparison (c.f. Table 1 ). The typical purposes for interlaboratory comparisons include evaluation of the performance of laboratories for specific measurements, identification of problems in laboratories and initiation of actions for improvement, establishment of the effectiveness and comparability of test or measurement methods, provision of additional confidence to laboratory customer, etc. [6] . In general there are two sub-types of interlaboratory studies: i) collaborative trials or method performance (used to check the performance, generally the precision) of a single analytical method, and ii) proficiency testing or laboratory performance studies (sometimes, the term "round robin test" is also used) [3] .
The laboratories participating in proficiency tests receive test material from the proficiency testing provider; the material should be analyzed by measurement procedure of the choice, which is consistent with the routine procedure in the laboratory. In the specified time period, the results of the test material analysis should be reported to the proficiency testing provider, who further analyzes the results by appropriate statistical methods, generating summary statistics and performance statistics in order to aid interpretation and to allow comparison with defined objectives. In fact, the purpose is to measure deviation from the assigned value-a value attributed to a particular property of a proficiency test material (e.g., concentration of analyte(-s)). Determination of the assigned values belongs to the responsibility of the proficiency testing providers. The assigned value is not disclosed to the participants until they have reported their results. A traditional PT evaluates the performance of a laboratory and not just the method itself. Different statistical methods may be used for calculation of the performance statistics; generally simple numerical or graphical criteria, described in ISO 13528 [5] and ISO/ IEC17043 [6] have been used to interpret the results reported by laboratories participating in a proficiency test. The majority of these performance statistics are generated from the results referring to the single analyte. If several analytes are subjects of the proficiency test, performance statistics are generally given for each analyte separately (i.e., the results for each analyte are analyzed separately). Additionally, in the case of results for several analytes in one proficiency test material (multianalyte results), the use of some graphical methods are recommended by ISO 13528 [5] , describing the conditions and limitations of these approaches. Youden [2] describes the evaluation of collaborative study results (a protocol): how to complete an interlaboratory examination, how to present data, and what to do with the problems that have arisen (missing data, outliers, and ranking laboratories). Youden suggests an approximate test to decide whether a laboratory "passed" the test (i.e., if produces acceptable results or not). The test is based on sum of ranks and a special table with critical rank values could be used for comparison only in the case if the number of participating laboratories and number of materials are 15 or less.
One of the most commonly used performance statistics is the z scores calculated by Eq. (1):
where x is the participant's result, X is the assigned value, and ŝ is the sample standard deviation for proficiency assessment, which can be calculated by applying one of five proposed approaches [5, 6] . It is widely accepted that z scores are the best way of scoring laboratory performance. The standard deviation for proficiency testing is used to assess laboratory bias, i.e., deviation from the assigned value found in a proficiency test [5] . "Satisfactory" performance is indicated by an absolute value of z score that is less or equal to 2. Absolute values of z score between 2 and 3 suggest "questionable" performance, while results are considered "unsatisfactory" if absolute values of z scores are above 3.0.
However, some authors highlighted that the z score statistics can present pitfalls and have limitations, so they should be interpreted cautiously [7, 8] .
Organization of the interlaboratory comparisons (ILCs) for PAHs in food is one of the core duties of the European Union Reference Laboratory for PAHs in food (EU-RL-PAH) hosted at the Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements (IRMM) of the European Commission's Joint Research Centre. PAHs are a group of about ten thousand compounds, a few of them occurring in considerable amounts in the environment and food, many being classified as probable or possible human carcinogens. Human beings are exposed to PAHs mostly by intake of food, which is also the reason why reliable analysis of PAHs in foodstuffs is of great importance. 
1.5
Comparison of multianalyte proficiency test results [12] laying down sampling and analysis measures for the official control of the selected PAH levels in foodstuffs.
Till These ILC studies aimed to evaluate trueness and precision of analytical results reported by the participating laboratories for compounds belonging to the group of 15+1 EU priority PAHs in different food matrices and to assess the influence of standard preparation and instrument calibration on the performance of individual laboratories. The ILCs organized by EU-RL-PAH till 2010 have been designed and evaluated along the guidelines given in well approved ISO/IEC Guide 43 [13] , while the latest proficiency tests have been conducted in accordance with ISO/IEC 17043 [6] . Additionally, the IUPAC International Harmonized Protocol for the Proficiency Testing of Analytical Chemistry Laboratories has been also used in all proficiency tests of EU-RL-PAH [14] .
The performance of the laboratories in determination of the target PAHs in selected food items during the proficiency tests organized by EU-RL-PAH has been evaluated by z score (Eq.1), in which standard deviation for proficiency testing, ŝ, for benzo[a]pyrene has been set to be equal to the maximum tolerated standard measurement uncertainty, U f , as defined by Commission Regulation (EC) No 333/2007 [11] amended by Regulation (EC) 836/2011 [12] :
where LOD relates to the required limit of detection (which is 0.3 μg kg −1 [11, 12] ), α is a numeric factor depending on the concentration C (for C less or equal to 50 μg kg
, α is 0.2 [11, 12] ). For instance, the application of Eq. 2 with the assigned value of 3.0 μg kg ). For all other PAHs in the group of 15+1 EU priority PAH compounds, standard deviation for proficiency testing was set to 22 % of the assigned values of the compounds of interest, as suggested by Thompson [15] . 
LLE+SEC+GC-MS
SAP saponification, LLE liquid-liquid extraction, SEC size exclusion chromatography, SPE solid phase extraction, GC-MS gas chromatography with mass spectrometry, LC-FLU liquid chromatography with fluorescence detection, GC-MS/MS gas chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry, LC-MS liquid chromatography with mass spectrometry
In this way, z scores obtained for each analyzed PAH were used to assess the performance of the laboratory (i.e., analytical method) taking into account PAH-compounds separately. Usually, bar plots of the z scores grouped for each participating laboratory, have been used for visualization of the overall performance of the laboratories to analyze simultaneously all 16 PAHs. Such bar plots reveal common features in the z scores for a laboratory (for instance, if one laboratory achieved several high z scores (higher than 2), a bar plot would easily indicate a laboratory with poor performance for these analyzed PAH compounds) [5] . Besides the bar plots, ISO 13528 [5] and ISO/IEC 17043 [6] recommend the use of other graphical methods in case of multianalyte proficiency testing results, which combine performance scores for all analytes. For example, histogram type plot of z scores is a suitable method, when the number of measured characteristics is small. An individual participating laboratory is identified by the position of its scores, which are used to assess the lab performance. Nevertheless, these two documents discourage application of composite or averaged performance scores (e.g., average absolute z score) because they can mask poor performance on one or more analytes, also suggesting that simply the number (or percentage) of results determined to be acceptable could be used in case of multianalyte proficiency tests.
There has also been an attempt to improve well established combined z scores for evaluation of the overall laboratory performance in application of multianalyte method [8] . There is a definite scarcity of the works on introducing alternatives to the existing procedures for assessment of the laboratory performance in multianalyte determination. Thus, the aim of this work is to contribute to those scarce alternatives and to test a simple method based on sum of ranking differences (SRD) for comparative assessment of the overall performances of laboratories in multianalyte determinations.
SRD is simple, entirely general technique suitable to order methods, models, to find their similarities and the differences among them [16] . The SRD procedure is easy to apply and it provides a unique ranking. So far, this technique (SRD) has been used in different fields (e.g., for column selection in chromatography [16] , for selection of the best polarity measure for small organic molecules [17] , for sensory panel testing [18] [19] [20] , for comparison and ranking of QSAR/ QSPR models, including selection of metric for QSAR models [21] [22] [23] [24] , for PLS model comparison in near infra-red spectroscopy [25] , for testing performance for Raman spectra resolution [26] , for Hansen's solubility parameters [27] , for comparison of biochemical assay (Elisa veratox) and liquid chromatography in determination of mycotoxin contents [28] , and for comparative evaluation of acidic dissociation constants [29] . There has not been any attempt to apply it for comparison of analytical results obtained in different laboratories, including also those from interlaboratory comparisons.
Here we extend the SRD procedure to evaluate laboratories according to the overall performance taking into account multianalyte results simultaneously not just evaluating the quality in measuring one individual compound.
The data reported for 15+1 EU PAHs during the ILCs organized by EU-RL-PAH were taken for testing this new technique; one of the major reasons for using these data is their availability and abundance, providing the source for SRD validation on different data sets. In this way, the SRD was also tested as a discriminant method alternative to existing average performance scores used to compare multianalyte PT results. SRD should be used along with the z scores, and it was compared with well-known chemometric techniques, too. Additionally, the ranking was validated by Comparison of Ranks of Random Numbers (CRNN procedure), which is a kind of permutation test [16, 30] and by leave-many-out crossvalidation (CV) [31] .The ranking made by SRD was compared to the results of principal component analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis.
Experimental

Data sets
Data published in Report on the 5th ILC for determination of 15+1 EU priority PAHs in edible oil [32] were used to form the input matrices: 16 PAH compounds (samples) were enumerated in the rows, whereas laboratories (analytical methods) were arranged in columns and were coded as L1, L2, …, L13. The edible oil sample was provided by the ILC organizer and it was an olive oil spiked with 15+1 EU priority PAHs. Of all laboratories in the ILC, only those (13 laboratories) that reported the results for all 16 PAHs of interest were included in this study, since the input matrices for SRD testing should be without empty cells, which is the case when results for some PAH compounds were not reported. The laboratories were free in the selection of the test method for sample preparation and PAH determination. The reported results, corresponding z scores and methods used by participating laboratories, taken from the report of the 5th ILC of EU-RL-PAH, are summarized in Table 1 . The percentages of acceptable results (z scores less or equal to 2) are also presented in Table 1 for each selected laboratory.
Two data sets based on the experimental results [32] were formed for testing the applicability of SRD procedure:
& "OIL" set was formed of the PAHs contents in edible oil sample reported by each participating laboratory ("reported" results presented in Table 1 ); the set size was 16 rows (PAHcompounds)×13 columns (laboratories or methods); & "OIL+As" set was in fact the "OIL" set extended with the column containing the assigned values-analyte concentrations in ILC test material (spiked edible oil sample) determined beforehand by EU-RL-PAH (i.e., calculated from gravimetric preparation data); thus, its size was 16×14.
Furthermore, an additional data set, so-called "Z-SCORE" set (16×13), was created of the absolute values of z scores calculated by the ILC organizer using Eq. (1) (presented in Table 1 [32] ).
Sum of ranking differences
The key step in SRD procedure is the selection of the reference for ranking, when the true (ideal, benchmark) ranking is not known [16] . Often the ranking by average values can be accepted as "ideal," since the errors cancel each other. The maximum likelihood principle will ensure that the most probable ranking will be provided by the average. The methods that deviate from the average less are ranked ahead. The best ranking is not necessarily provided by the average values, as it can be a known sequence (here the assigned values), the maximum (if comparing best classification rates) or the minimum (in the case of error rates and residuals). For the sets created in this study, the following references for ranking of the laboratories were chosen: a) the assigned values of 15+1 EU PAHs contents in edible oil sample (last column in Table 1 ) as a reference for ranking within "OIL" set, b) the averages of the reported results (values in μg/kg presented in Table 1 ) and the assigned value for each compound (row averages) as a reference for "OIL+As" set, while c) the minimums of the absolute values of z scores for each compound (presented in Table 1 ; row minimums) for "Z-SCORE" set.
These selections were the logical choices in order to test SRD procedure: (a) ranking of the reported values on the base of the known (assigned) values would indicate laboratories that obtained multianalyte results most similar to the assigned values; (b) similar indication might be expected if the assigned values would be included into the input set and then using the "overall" averages of reported and assigned results (which, by the way, could be assumed to converge to the true values), leading to the simultaneous ranking of the assigned and reported values; and finally, (c) ranking of the laboratories according to their absolute z score values in comparison to the minimal (absolute) z scores (representing the minimum deviation from the assigned value) per each compound. The absolute values of the z scores would allow a direct estimation of the performance of the laboratories, but calculation of z scores realizes a rowstandardization (c.f. Eq. (1)), i.e., differences needed for ordering are destroyed by row standardization. Hence, the absolute values of z scores order the laboratories randomly, and hence, they are suitable to check whether the initial assumption (normality) is valid or not.
Each (individual) laboratory was ranked and compared to the above mentioned references in following way: the ascending reference values of PAH concentrations were ordered giving them consecutive numbers from 1 to 16 (this is socalled "reference (benchmark) ranking"). Then, the ranking of data within each column (i.e., ranking of the results of each laboratory) was made (so-called "individual ranking"); the absolute values of the differences between the reference and the individual rankings for all compounds were calculated and summed for each laboratory. In this way, the sum of (absolute) ranking differences, SRD values, were calculated for each laboratory. The closer is the SRD value to zero (i.e., the closer is the sum of differences of individual ranking to the reference one) the better is the analytical method for simultaneous determination of all analytes. The proximity of SRD values shows that the methods used by the laboratories have similar (overall) performance in the multianalyte (PAHs) determination. Equal concentrations (so-called ties) to two digits received the same rank number during the ranking procedure.
Validation
Two types of validations have been carried out: (a) comparison of ranks by random numbers (CRRN), which is in fact a randomization test [16, 30] , and (b) leave-many-out (seven folds) CV followed the literature recommendation [31] . Namely, (a) CRRN procedure includes the determination of the theoretical distribution for ranking using solely random numbers and the distribution is compared to the actual rankings and (b) during the sevenfolds CV (approximately) 1/7 of the objects were left out and the ranking was made on the remaining 6/7th number of objects just seven times. The different rankings provided uncertainties for the SRD values.
Exploratory statistics
In the exploratory phase, box and whisker plots were used to graphically present numerical data like z scores and crossvalidated SRD values, while hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) and principal component analysis (PCA) were applied on the above sets in order to observe the similarity and dissimilarity of laboratories (methods), to analyze quantitatively the relationships among the results of laboratories (i.e., their analytical efficiency), and to compare these results with the SRD ones. Mean centering and scaled to unit standard deviation were applied as data preprocessing step before the principal component and hierarchical cluster analyses. Standard procedures were applied (Statistica TM , version 7.0, StatSoft Inc., Tulsa Oklahoma, USA).
Results and discussion
Exploratory statistics PCA shows (Fig. 1a) the grouping of the laboratories within the "OIL+As" set (thus, grouping relative to the assigned values); a similar grouping can be observed for absolute values of z scores ("Z-SCORES" set, Fig. 1b) . Figure 1a and b show the loading plots of two main PCs retained in both cases that accounted similar share of the total data variance (∼70 %). The L5 was by far the most outlying laboratory when the reported values were compared to the assigned (Fig. 1a) ; there were few more points (L2, L6, L7, L8, L9, L12) diverging from the central cluster comprising of the laboratories (L1, L3, L4, L10, L11, L13) closest to the assigned value. The score plot for the z scores (Fig. 1b) also pointed out L5 as an outlier and similarities among L1, L3, L4, L10, L11, and L13.
The dendrogram of Fig. 2 indicates clustering of the laboratories similarly to the PCA groupings. Laboratories L6 and L9 and particularly L5 reported the most dissimilar results to those reported by the other labs (Fig. 2a, b) and also to the assigned values determined by the proficiency testing provider, EU-RL-PAH (Fig. 2a) .
The results reported by laboratories L1, L3, L4, L10, L11, and L13 form a dense cluster (the assigned values also belong to this cluster on Fig. 2a) . The same pattern can be observed on the PCA plots (Fig. 1a, b) . Fig. 1 PCA score plots PC1 vs. PC2 for the sets consisted of (a) the reported and assigned values ("OIL+As"), and (b) the absolute values of z scores ("Z-SCORE") for the laboratories (methods) (L1, L2, …, L13)
The z scores of these six laboratories were all below 2, while the rest of laboratories had at least one z score (its absolute value) higher than 2, indicating questionable (2 < |z| ≤ 3) or unsatisfactory (|z|>3) performances for one (or more) particular PAH compound(s). Box and whisker plots of the absolute values of z scores of the laboratories are given in Fig. 3 . The outlying laboratory L5 could be easily seen in Fig. 3a ; after its exclusion (Fig. 3b) 41) . Apart from L5, the highest standard deviations (SD) of the absolute values of z scores were observed for L6 and L9 (SD for both laboratories SD=1.26), while for others, the SDs were in the range from 0.25 (for L13) to 0.78 (for L8).
Sum of ranking differences
The SRDs calculated for "OIL" and "OIL+As" data sets can be seen in Fig. 4 . Similarities (i.e., groupings) of laboratories can also be observed, as well as their dissimilarities from the ordering point of view, i.e., SRD can also be considered as a dissimilarity measure (the higher its value, the more dissimilar to the reference value) [16, 30] . Thus, the best ranked laboratories according to the lowest SRD values in "OIL" and "OIL+As" sets appeared to be L2 and L3 (Fig. 4) ; they showed the best overall performance in simultaneous determination of 15+1 EU PAHs.
It is interesting to note that both laboratories differed from others by using the sample preparation method based on sizeexclusion chromatography (gel permeation chromatography) followed by high performance liquid chromatography with fluorescence detection (Table 1 ). It could also be seen that proximity of the SRD values indicates similar performances in analyzing 15+1 EU priority PAHs among majority of the laboratories (ten laboratories in "OIL" set had SRD between 3 and 11, while in "OIL+As", SRDs of eleven laboratories ranged from 8 to 14). Three laboratories (L9, L6 and L5) had distinguishable higher SRDs (Fig. 4) as a consequence of significantly lower performances in analyzing 15+1 EU PAHs. The L5 was the worst ranked laboratory in "OIL" and "OIL+As" sets; it should be noted that only this lab used method for determination of PAHs based on liquid-liquid/ Fig. 2 The dendrogram of the laboratories according to (a) the reported and assigned values ("OIL+As" data set) and (b) the absolute values of z scores ("Z-SCORE" set) solid-phase extraction followed by gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry. The best two laboratories (L2, L3) are somewhat better than the assigned values (L10 is equivalent) if accepting the average value as reference for ranking within the "OIL+As" set. The ranking of laboratories in these two sets, other than those ranked as "the best" and "the worst," was slightly different.
Even though L2 had one z score (its absolute value) slightly higher than 2 (z=2.02) it was ranked exactly on the same way as L3, indicating that SRD procedure might conceal one result very close to the questionable performance, but it clearly depicts the laboratories with the poorest performances (outlier).
In order to check the influence of the outlier on the ranking in "OIL+As" set, the SRD procedure was also applied on the set without L5 (so-called "OIL+As-OUT" set) and the resulting SRDs (calculated on the base of the averages used for the reference ranking) are also presented in Fig. 4 . The rationale behind this lies in fact that the average values selected for the reference ranking in "OIL+As" set were directly affected by the all input values (including the outlier), contrary to the reference chosen for "OIL" set (i.e., the assigned values Fig. 3 Box and whisker plots of the absolute z scores calculated for the laboratories (methods; L1, L2, …, L13) (a) all 13 laboratories included in the "Z-SCORE" formed in this study and (b) after excluding L5 as an outlier cannot be influenced by the presence of outlier). Removing the outlier ("OIL+As-OUT" set, using averages as the reference) caused slightly less SRDs for L8 and L10 (Fig. 4 ). An alternative would be the selection of median (or other robust measure) instead of the averages (triangles in Fig. 4 ). Interestingly L13 is ranked first (slightly better than the assigned values), which exhibits the smallest range on Fig. 3b . Other patterns are mostly similar to the remaining rankings of Fig. 4 . From the comparison of SRD rankings (Fig. 4) , it could be concluded that median is the best choice. Figure 4 also contains the normalized sum of squared z scores (SZ2norm, a Euclidean distance) suggested as the most optimal overall performance indicator by Medina-Pastor et al. [8] . All indicators in Fig. 4 were placed on the same scale between 0 and 100. As a non-robust measure, SZ2norm is sensitive to the outlying observation most. Almost all variability in the data Fig. 4 Line plots for SRD rankings: "OIL" set, reference: assigned value (full circles, blue); "OIL+As" set, reference: averages (full boxes, red); "OIL+As-OUT" set, reference: averages (full rhombuses, green); "OIL+As," reference: medians (full triangles, pink), normalized sum of squared z scores, SZ2norm (black full circles, dotted line) (>94 %) is carried by the L5 outlier. Any variants of SRD ranking are robust and allowed observing differences in other laboratories as well (on the expense of the outlying L5).
The SRDs for laboratories were scaled between 0 and 100 (Fig. 5a, b ) in order to be comparable among each other [16] . It could easily be seen that the location of the scaled values for majority of laboratories was far from the SRDs of random numbers in the case of "OIL" and "OIL+As" sets (Fig. 5a, b,  respectively) , showing that their ranking was far from being random. The L5 was the worst ranked laboratory in "OIL" and "OIL+As" sets; its SRD value in both sets was close to the first icosaile (5 %).
The SRDs calculated for the "Z-SCORE" set were quite different than those obtained for the reported values (i.e., for "OIL," "OIL+As," and "OIL+As-OUT" sets), as expected, because row-standardization eliminates the differences needed for ordering. However, the overlapping with normal distribution for the z scores can easily be seen on Fig. 6 . All SRD values for the "Z-SCORES" set overlapped with random distribution, except for L3 (Fig. 6) , which was also located very close to the first icosaile, indicating that ordering of labs based on the absolute z scores for all compounds is not better than the random ordering (ordering of random numbers). In order to check this observation, the SRD with CRNN procedure was also used on absolute values of z scores calculated for 24 laboratories participating in the 7th ILC on PAHs in edible oil [33] and for 14 laboratories during the 4th ILC on PAHs in fish [34] , and, again, SRDs overlapped with the random distribution (data not shown). These observations can be considered as a proof that the errors of labs (i.e., the deviation of their results from the assigned values, not the individual PAH concentrations) expressed as z scores follow a normal distribution.
To reveal uncertainties for SRD, cross-validation (sevenfold CV [30, 31] ) has been carried out. Box and whisker plots clearly exhibit the difference between classical (statistical) and present (SRD) approach (Fig. 7a, b, respectively) . Figure 7a allows observing one outlying laboratory (L5), nothing else, whereas seven-fold CV of SRD values allow us to group the laboratories similarly to Figs. 2a, b and 5a . Figure 7b shows the same pattern as Fig. 5a with subtle, negligible differences suggesting that cross-validation does not change the ranking of laboratories just helps in grouping them.
Comparing the results of PCA, HCA, SRD and CV-SRD, shows the very same (or almost the same) clustering pattern. Moreover, CV-SRD reveals the uncertainties in the ranking and clustering. Sign test or Wilcoxon's matched pair test is suitable to decide about the significance of CV-SRD grouping.
Conclusions
Sum of ranking differences methodology (SRD) is a simple technique general in nature that can be applied to any experimental problem in which the multianalyte results obtained either by several analytical procedures, analysts, instruments, or laboratories need to be compared. Besides the z scores, the most commonly used PT performance statistics that assess the results of each analyte separately, SRD could be regarded as an alternative way for ranking of measurement methods and laboratories involved in interlaboratory comparison tests according to their multianalyte results. SRD provides similar groupings as classical techniques (principal component and hierarchical cluster analysis) and it is more influential than the (normalized) sum of the squared z scores.
The overall bias covering simultaneously the results on the whole group of targeted analytes is taken into account (the bias follows normal distribution). SRD takes the disadvantages of the earlier evaluation methods out (e.g., the discrepancies in ranking for individual compounds).
SRD proved to be a useful tool in choosing the analytical methods or the laboratories with the best overall performances in multianalyte determinations. An unambiguous selection of the laboratory(ies) or analytical methods could be made, which produce results the most similar to the assigned values, if comparison of the overall (multianalyte) performances of laboratories participating in PT programs is made. SRD could point out the method(s) that produce(s) the best results with respect to the overall averages (or medians), if the comparison of several multianalyte methods should be taken. Similarly, the laboratories with the most extreme results could be easily pointed out in any of the above two cases. Additionally, grouping of laboratories with similar overall (multianalyte) performances can be obtained in similar manner by multivariate techniques such as principal component analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis.
